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Summary
For a few years, populist movements have success in liberal democracies. Their ideologies are vague and contradictory. But
they share the ambition and rhetoric of infringing taboos. The
peculiar rhetorics of Anglo-Saxon populists calls for an analysis.
Trumps style eases it significantly.
I introduce the term mix-image for vague information, and the
term cretinism as allegory for Donald Trumps movement. These
terms are analytical devices. The first term simplifies the analysis of populist rhetorics. The second term allows to focus the
discussion of populist challenges to democracy.
Mostly from campaign examples, I describe how Donald
Trump uses mix-images and continuous projection to take control of his audience. I describe his cretinist masses, and the
self-perception of his followers, their vision of a post-factual democracy. I conclude with the glass ceiling of totalitarianism,
which stands between Now and a break of civilization.
This essay addresses professionals in politics.
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Scope

I present a subjective theory.
It refers to news that became public between Donald Trumps
nomination as candidate for presidency, and his inauguration;
with the election on November 8, 2016 as a milestone.
Creating convincing arguments is the art of rhetoric. Over the
course of centuries, it has identified a variety of terms. They support analyzing populist rhetorics in general, and that of individual politicians. This is not what I do here. From the entirety of
rhetorical terms I refer only implicitly to antithesis, the oxymoron, a
paradox and paralipsis.1 Then I include communication by way of
performance and by way of speech, and analyze them with a general phenomenon of perception. My intention is a more general
and at the same time more practical technique.
With populist rhetoric, infringing taboos is of particular interest. Hence I limit this text to the rhetoric of infringing taboos. I do not discuss policies. I do not discuss the relation between political rhetorics and ideology.
I am a practitioner of epistemological anarchism, as described
by Paul Feyerabend. Using scientific ideas and conventions, I do
not want to make an impression. I enjoy playing with, and try to
derive practical ideas from them.

1 Textual statements by Trump utilize many more defined rhetorical patterns. In addition to those mentioned before, these are prominent: aposiopesis, an abrupt stop in mid sentence, to encourage help or to threaten. Ciphers;
as speculative references to coming events. Conversio and epanalepsis; Repetitions
at the beginning or end of a sentence. Dysphemisms; negative associations. Ellipse
and hyperbole; Omissions, strong exaggerations as well as understatement. Interjection: emotional expressions; pejoratives and obscenities.
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1 Fictionalizing reality

On January 12, 2017, eight days before the inauguration of
Donald Trump as 45th President, the website Russia Today, an official Russian news outlet, published an article.2 Russia Today is
assumed to be a protagonist of global propaganda. The author
speculated, that Trump ahead of his inauguration was being
brought onto the right track by the deep state. This term refers to
a supposed self-empowerment of institutions, resulting in their
governing the USA.3 The article appeared, while the news cycle4
was being dominated by valuating a secret service dossier.
Against the policies of professional news media, it had been published by the US-American news outlet Buzzfeed. The constitution limits the personal liberties of any US president. He is part
of a division of labor, referred to as checks & balances. The inauguration of a political outsider requires acquainting him with this
system. That is a precondition to an upcoming professional collaboration.
Russia Today suggests this procedure is the act of shadow government, which is in secret control of government: It is about to
submit Donald Trump to its demands. Trump is publicly
pushed into a double bind: If he works himself into the system
of checks & balances and integrates, he is in danger of losing credibility. And he seems to prove the very existence of a deep state,
which before was just a speculation. If, on the other hand, he resists, he wages a conflict with the same real state, he has been
elected to govern.
2 Finian Cunningham, »‘Deep State‘ wins… Trump is being tamed to toe
the line«, rt.com, January 12, 2017, 17:46
3 See Peter Dale Scott, »The American Deep State: Wall Street, Big Oil,
and the Attack on U.S. Democracy«, Rowman & Littlefield, 2014
4 News Cycle means the worldwide publication and commenting of news by
competing news media, it lasts 24h.
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This is a pattern of
populist rhetoric and of
propaganda. The news
from Russia Today is propaganda, since claiming a
shadow government cannot be verified. Except if
players from that deep state
would unveil their doings. Or if Trump would
be spied upon. What
does not exist, cannot be
spied upon, it can only be
talked about. The news
above is propaganda, as it
Illustration II: »All is vanity«
questions legitimacy of
US-American democracy:
The shadow government was able to establish itself after all!
One can only believe such a theory, because it cannot be verified.
While managing a government body is bureaucratic and boring,
assuming a conspiracy is rather interesting. To decipher this
rhetoric in real-time, I propose using the phenomenon of visually ambiguous images. I refer to them as mix-images.
Visual mix-images

The illustration above is by C. Allan Gilbert.5 He illustrates
the idea, that life, death and the meaning of life are intertwined.
The viewer experiences this entanglement himself, if he consciously switches between perceiving a (vain) women, admiring
her beauty in the mirror image, and the skull, through which she
5 Public domain illustration taken from Wikipedia.
Original publication in 1892.
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unknowingly is admiring herself. Many such images exist. They
have in common, a viewer for himself, in his mind alone, without being observable, can decide what he sees. They allow to experience an essential and limitless liberty. The origin of this
phenomenon is the human ability, to amend information to a
gestalt. This ability is enshrined in our perception, trying to
perceive a gestalt happens involuntarily and automatic.
I describe this phenomenon, as with a little practice it enables
to decipher the rhetoric of infringing political taboos. The involuntary
attempt, to amend a mix-image to a gestalt, explains their impact in political communication. The abstraction of the following image6 allows to experience the phenomenon of involuntary
amendment: We see a white triangle, even though its border has
not been drawn. I refer to rhetorical equivalents of visually ambiguous images as rhetorical mix-images.7 They
dominate populist rhetoric when infringing political taboos. They are
in use outside of politics
too, in advertising and
by con-men. Of course
the actual deeds of politicians, advertisers and
con-men are to be valued
different. Here a moral
Illustration III: Kaniza-Triangle
valuation is not consid-

6 Public domain illustration from Wikipedia.
7 I use the term »mix-image«, also for the visual phenomenon, since on
one hand the underlying phenomenon of perception is the same. And because
on the other hand, elements of rhetorical mix-images cannot be separated as
easy, as it is the case with visual mix-images.
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ered. Mix-images can appear in every form of communication. A
receiver might even look out for them involuntary, with an ambiguous image.8
Mix-image of infringing political taboos

Infringing a taboo by speech or performance encourages imitation, and by way of imitation can encourage the destruction of
a social convention. Its description combines opposite images:
The image of social consent, and the image of breaking it.
While both images become a mix-image, infringing the taboo
can be described, and the actual infringement is encouraged. All
the while its originator cannot be held accountable.9 He can
claim, having meant the other element of the mix-image. The
mix-image is ambiguous after all. It has been developed to be
ambiguous. The boring image of a reality that is to be attacked,
is blended with a rather interesting fiction. In the example above
this happens by interpreting a known and regulated procedure –
training for the system of checks & balances – as secret doings of a
shadow government.
The political value of mix-images is obvious: An observer has
to invest effort, to understand it by way of identifying its elements. This effort is greater, the greater the ambiguity. It may
even lead him to consider himself stupid. At the same time, taking one of its elements may remain unconfirmed. As long as
committing to one of its elements is confirmed independently,
or by the originator of the image, the mix-image will keep being
unsettling to its observers.

8 Some images can intentionally be split into contradicting elements, as a
conscious attempt to interpret them as »mix-image«.
9 Rhetorically a mix-image then can be a code. In the USA the term dog
whistle has been introduced for it. One element of such a mix-image will be understood only by those, who knew about its meaning already.
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Still they require a sender, whose messages mean something for
the receivers. They also need to entice the search for a particular
meaning. Human instinct automatically has us trying to end
disorientation. We invest effort, that can even mold the respective individual, by adopting to the sender‘s peculiar style of
mix-images.
If the receiver is a voter, or a professional in politics, a journalist or politician, the mix-image becomes a weapon, due to the effort it commands alone.2 Who uses it, will try to win believers
for a fictional reading of reality. Their number will measure the
mental capital he then controls. But this capital rests on belief,
since a fiction cannot be proved by facts. To protect the mental
capital, resulting from such a fiction, the believers need to be immunized against facts. In this context, the credibility of a politicians or journalist becomes their essential qualification.10
The potential for manipulation by way of mix-images directly
relates to the reach of their medium. They have become a global
phenomenon. Thus they have many originators, not all sharing
the same material interests. They pursue even contradicting
goals. This would weaken them as a whole. Still there is a global
motivation to create mix-images, as long as they help to obtain
power.

10 Credibility does not depend on integrity.
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2 Projection as a condition

The particular quality of Trumps mix-images results from
their creation in a specific mood. The term projection in psychology refers to transferring inner conflicts onto someone else. A
jealous husband, who does not want to be jealous, but actually
is, and does not want to admit this to himself, may accuse instead his wife – of being jealous. Projection allows the spontaneous release of an inner conflict, by projecting it onto another
person. Projection is a common experience. It easily results in
quarrels. Often those, who are at the receiving end of an imputation, will object right away.
This mechanism is so well known already, that resolving such
conflicts is common daily routine. It just requires some self-confidence on the part of who receives the projection. It undermines
self-confidence, if it is not recognized and rejected.
Stop thief

A common metaphor for projection is a thief shouting »Stop
thief!«, to detract his theft victims. During the campaign for the
45th Presidency of the USA, Donald Trump at least three times
accused his competitor, Hillary Clinton, of a misconduct he later would commit himself: He accused the Clinton family of corruption, referring to the assets and activities of their family
foundation. Then, after being elected, he appointed every direct
descendants of his to a government job. While refusing to publish his tax returns, so that conflicts of interest could be verified
publicly, and independently, as is due process even for a candidate for presidency.
He discussed Hillary Clinton‘s negligent dealing with emails
messages, and questioned here being fit for office accordingly. At
the same time he used public short messages which question his
suitability for high office: He shows lack of distance, lack of re-
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spect for adversaries and allies, lack of decency and exemplarity.2
He tried to hold Hillary Clinton accountable for her husbands
debauchery. While claiming sexual assault a venial offence for
himself.
Projection escapes self-control. Because it is a direct expression
of emotion, it increases the authenticity of who projects. Donald
Trump has proven the ability, to project permanently. In public he
appears to be haunted by inner conflicts all the time. He may
not be able to escape this condition, even if he wanted to. Within 24h he replied to the initially quoted4 speculation by Russia
Today: »I always knew Vladimir Putin is a smart guy!« While at
the same time his predecessor asked 35 Russian diplomats to
leave the country immediately, on grounds of espionage. In the
single press conference after being elected, and before the inauguration, he spent the majority of time congratulating himself.
In both cases his success would have been sufficient grounds to
not justify himself.11
Inevitability of moods

The plain swiftness of projection, especially with a condition of
projection, is an ideal condition for live appearances. Their efficiency would suffer from irritation and insecurity. Humans have
different instincts. What they do accordingly is judged socially,
from a moral perspective.
Projection is an individual and personal reaction to an impulse, which is questionable regarding one‘s own standard.12
Acting out projection always refers to a negative self-perception.
Everyone, by way of projection, can only offer negative emotions
and accusations. Trump on the occasion of public appearances
11 Whether what I refer to as a condition of projection is a personality disorder
or can be maintained by drug use, is beyond my professional knowledge.
12 One can liberate oneself from projection, if one can changes one‘s moral standard, and gives up on Kantian duty ethics.
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shows how he depends on approval. But with projections he can
only return negative feelings. Hence his public appearances deal
in mortification. Feeling mortified is one of the key emotions, he
shares with his followers. To keep this feeling alive, it sure helps
to spread insults.
Nakedness

Donald Trumps victory in the arena of attention comes at a
price. Since he does not seem able to end his condition of projection,
he likely releases everything he is not. Who can read his mix-images for what they are, and knows about projection as their
source, can read more from them, than from professional statements. Which reassures the meaning of professional statements.
3 Mix-images and leadership

A previous New York mayor, entrepreneur and billionaire Michael Bloomberg at the Democratic Convention in July 2016
said: »Donald Trump is a New York con-man. I know a con,
when I see one.«
Producing mix-images from projections is Donald Trumps method,
whether as con-man or politician.13 They are his management
device. He wants his self-representation to be ambiguous, he
wants speculation about the elements of his mix-images. He is
not frustrated about that. He rather does what is in his powers,
to maintain their ambiguity.
Initially this rewards him the irritated and curious attention of
his audience. In the course of their dialogue, parts of the audience start to believe: Those, who managed to find a satisfying interpretation of his projected mix-images. This part of the audiences has invested time and mental energy. Hence they expect,
13 I have personally experienced con-men, who proceed accordingly.
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this investment was beneficial. And be it they learned how he expresses himself. In the process Trump also has to master an acting requirement. He needs to give an account of how others portrait him, and pretend being mortified. Even though in fact he
cherishes every attention regardless.
His self-portrayal as man of action and winner is meant being
superficial. In public appearances he rather presents mix-images
of a loser on one hand, and a winner on the other: He represents
enormous wealth, but keeps his tax returns a secret. He represents a fantastically successful vitae. But his peers, like Michael Bloomberg, reject him, in plain terms. He represents
strength, but advertises his achievements all the time, as if that
were necessary. This makes him appear weak. Here he utilizes
the reconstruction of facts from a projection to create a mix-image: He who advertises will have reason to do so. By congratulating himself he projects insecurity, and thus creates the mix-image of a strong and a weak figure.
The question towards the end of the last campaign TV debate,
if he will accept the election outcome, he answered: »I will keep
you in suspense!« That was an insult to professional, democratic participants, and a freebie for followers, longing to infringe a
taboo. His audience continuously engaging the interpretation of
his mix-images is the actual victory. It is his very own power device, without considering office.
Distorted valuation

Professional participants, who deal in facts, their consideration
and valuation, will automatically look for valid interpretations
of vague information. Clarity and reflectiveness are condition
and result of being professional. Memorizing and reflecting the
mix-images Trump produces in the course of his campaign is a
substantial mental effort. An effort, a significant part of the
US-American electorate engaged extensively, and for some time.
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This shared investigation enlarges the attention of the entire
electorate, and can distort valuation standards. The tiniest jigsaw piece automatically receives attention. The statement by FBI
director James Comey, that his agency will reopen investigation
into Hillary Clinton‘s email use, is an example. The atmosphere,
Trump had created, had it receive an interpretation that was inappropriate, considering the facts.14 It is quite possible, Comey
himself was led to act inept by this atmosphere. He would not
have been the only one, whose professionalism had suffered from
the amount of mix-images literally occupying the moment.
Penetration as success

In a democracy personal credibility is a condition of legitimate
leadership. This results from the principle of free choice, and the
interest of rational voters in a predictable candidate.
Trumps tenacity in vilifying Hillary Clinton on one hand, and
presenting mix-images of himself on the other, Clinton was unable to answer. She had nothing similarly enticing to offer. His
credibility was questioned from the start. But combined with
the image of a successful entrepreneur, a good father.15
In urgent need for a decision for one or the other element of an
unbearable amount of mix-images, many undecided were led by
their own wishful thinking. For those decided, the image of a
courageous rebel, taking on powerful enemies, will have appealed to their self-perception. To an extent, that they actively
started to protect fictions against reality. And most of all, they
had no time left to consider his competitor.

14 A scientific verification could only be done postmortem, and indirect,
using statistical data from the election outcome.
15 Asked at the end of the last TV debate, what she would mention as
positive achievement of her competitor, Hillary Clinton congratulated him on
raising his children.
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Another mix-image is that of his integrity on one hand, and
his insinuated avowal to sexual assault on the other. At the time
this immunized his followers already, instead of alerting them.
They had already invested to an extent, that writing-off their invest (of time and mental energy) would let them appear as losers.
Then the pornographic refinement of his image, as participant
of a golden shower orgy, they did not even receive any more. It
rather increased their immunity: If this image would have been
fake news, it would rather seem to prove, that a shadow government indeed exists. And that it does everything, to keep the rebel from attaining power. Spreading fake news included.
During the cold war the west knew Kremlin observers. They analyzed informations they were able to obtain, and shared their
findings with the public. They were referred to as Kremlin-Astrologers. Trump – and his team – with similar means turned the US
media and parts of the world public into Trump-Astrologers.16 This
will be an integral part of his presidency. It simply provides too
much of an advantage in battling any adversary.17
4 Cretinist masses

Political activity means to establish asymmetric social structures: Leader and followers are created, president and citizens,
storyteller and audience. The relation of storyteller and audience
brings little regulation in comparison. It defines the period of
campaigning, up to the inauguration of who won.
The rhetorical devices sketched so far, now are complemented
with a powerful metaphor. Donald Trump uses it to connect
with his audience.

16 The author of this text included.
17 For this reason alone, he will maintain public appearances.
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His talk and act has him treating his audience as a daft child. To
treat it seemingly with respect, he shows a mix-image of himself
as Superman18 and many daft children, he sees in front of him.
That is an implicit and effective mortification of any grown-up,
who has his wit‘s about him, and tries to take Trump seriously.
Until today the term cretin is used for an incapable and limited
individual. Originally it was used for daft children. At the end of
the 18th century, it then was used for monstrous morons.19 At the
time, in medical science an untreated and inborn thyroid disease
was called cretinism. The word hence refers to a historic source of
abusing the sick and handicapped.
Donald Trumps political rhetoric is properly to be called cretinism.20 This is not an abuse, but factually a proper term: Trump
turns himself and his audience into cretins, because it provides
him with a versatile source for projections. Their community
calls upon the cretinist element in mix-images of their respective
self. We see a recessive cretin on the part of Trump, and a dominant
cretin, on the part of his audience, shouting »Lock her up!« His
events necessarily turn into ethical mud-baths.21 Abusing a
handicapped individual contains Trumps recessive self-image as
cretin. It is paired with the image of a leader, who takes to publicly ridicule a handicapped. As mix-image this is the perfect
and defining moment of Trumps rhetoric. Exactly because it is
an insult from the perspective of an enlightened individual.

18 His PR adviser, Kellyanne Conway, attended a victory party wearing a
Superwoman costume.
19 Public domain illustration on page 4-5 from Wikipedia (de). »Cretinnen aus Steiermark«, 1819 gez. Loder, gest. Leopold Müller, Oesterreichs
Tibur, oder Natur- und Kunstgemählde aus dem oesterreichischen Kaiserthume Verlag Doll, Wien 1819
20 British populists Nigel Farage and Boris Johnson use a similar style.
21 The front-man of German pop act Scooter, HP Baxter, playfully abuses
his audience, shouting: »You‘re all nuts!«
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Abusing a weaker person turns Trumps presumed strength
into a facade. A facade, that gives way to his inner cretin, a lesser and brutal being. If Trump were not who he is, this would not
work. Because of a perfect symbiosis between the person and his
image, the reflected statement from actress Meryl Streep was not
as effective. In the course of his masses, Trump dominates his inner cretin, but does not conquer him for good. It rather shows in
Trumps undignified abuses. They turn him into a cretin, just for
that precious moment.
A storyteller, who connects with his audience this way, could
refer to many emotions. But he will chose those, which reflect
himself. It enables spontaneity, which in live storytelling is hard
to achieve otherwise. In the process, the audience acquires his
particular storyteller‘s language, it actually develops. The storyteller develops too. He develops into a successful storyteller,
with a loyal audience.
Paradoxically credibility still remains indispensable, if mix-images from projections are used to this extent. As long as the storyteller does not command governmental – or as a leader: communal – means of coercion, he totally depends on credibility.
His masses are a dialogue between storyteller and audience.
There is a defined collaboration, the division of labor between
storyteller and audience in general. The particular ritual of
Trump and his audience is the evocation of the cretin. He insinuates,
delivers intentionally vague and contradicting fragments of a
larger story, his audience amends, all by itself or aloud. His insinuations leave room for interpretation and exegesis, because
otherwise he audience would not be needed. Its self-sacrifice
would not be taken. With devotion it sacrifices its dignity, in return for temporary redemption.
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Remote masses

The short message service Twitter perfectly suits the uninterrupted execution of cretinist masses. It provides an exact copy of
an asymmetric relation between storyteller and audience. Information technology allows acceptance by attendance to a materially impossible extent. Interaction is limited. It can be limited
even further by the storyteller, thus protecting his mix-images.
Facing a mass, the celebration of a cult, online-tools for publicly
correcting lies in short messages do not achieve what they intend
to. They reach those in doubt. But in a fight for power believers
are the decisive resource. Trump hence gladly meets the challenge, to keep his believers faithful, with all means at his disposal: His mass is permanent. Not the least as its vibrant experience
certainly allows him to remain agitated himself.
5 Self-perception of the cretin

Engaging Trumps followers in person will be about specific
political positions, they often root in paleoconservatism. For this to
succeed, it helps to know about a cretin‘s self-perception.
Ubiquity

Realizing one‘s own cretin is a common experience. Cretinism
is available to everyone. No one is immune against the seduction
of brutalization. For this reason too, looking down on cretins
prohibits itself. By way of the Internet, pornography for years is
distributed worldwide. Even if only a fraction of its statistical
use actually would happen, hundreds of millions have this access
to their own brutality. And also have access to cretinism.
Shamelessness

Trumps offer to liberate from education and convention appears paradoxically hippiesque, as there seems to be no grace
left. His liberation of the cretin requires shamelessness. It is
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about accepting a self-image, that does not relate to moral and
civic integrity. For him, as a cretinist preacher, even a made-up
image of him participating in orgies helps. Parts of the audience
are familiar with such imagery anyway, from consuming pornography. The idea, this image may be fake news even increases
their immunization against those, who they can – falsely – hold
accountable for distributing such an image.
Mortification

Everyone knows this feeling, but an adult will not keep it for
long. Continuously abusing others, whether legitimate or not,
helps maintaining it.
Insecurity

Trump presents himself insecure to an extent, that would rarely be accepted with the executive of a corporation, holding itself
to conservative values. His audience pardons him, because allows
them to get closer: Their own insecurity shields his. That is a
common human instinct, it can be interpreted even as a form of
charity. Donald Trump nurtures this, by testing which topics
his audience is passionate about.22 He demonstrates insecurity,
regarding the needs of his audience. He then gives in to their
needs, fulfills their wishes, and gets his reward. He also complies
with the obligation to be a leader, by making polarizing offers to
the inner cretin. They create an atmosphere, where the undecided can be spotted easily. Once spotted they will join or leave.
Some undecided will attend a mass, hoping they receive a baptism by dissolving their self in a community of followers.
Frugality

Trumps yearning for acceptance turns his appearances into
primordial democratic events. They likely will fill stadiums.
The audience invests substantially. It brings individual and col22 Chauncey Devega, »Van Jones on how he saw Hurricane Trump coming...«, salon.com, December 6, 2016, 02:00
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lective competence, expresses agreement und solves enigmatic
mix-images. For someone, who has become a frugal individual,
after years of mortification and depletion, attendance alone is a
gift sent from heaven. Trump-Astrology is itself is the beginning of a better future.
Cretinism as ideology

The inner cretin can be woken and acted upon in solitude. It
host can exhibit him permanently, through his conduct. With
the aspects of a cretins self-perception, a host has bits of an ideology at his disposal. They blend with political ideologies, with
variants of paleoconservatism too.
Self-defense

There is a simple self-defence for professional and factual victims. Whenever necessary one detaches from mix-images, focuses on regaining self-esteem and unclouded perception.
6 Post-factual democracy
State as enterprise

Trumps variant of paleoconservatism equates state and enterprise. He does not pretend to understand governance. While he
assumes, and pretends having shown, to know something about
running an enterprise.23
Citizens are not employees. They cannot be laid off. The idea
of deporting Muslims or illegal immigrants may have come
from this misunderstanding. Territories are not merchandise.
They endow identity, and cannot, in a world order that relies on
a rule of law, be appropriated according to right of the mighty.
Democracy relies on passing power from one representative (of
23 Without documenting his tax returns his claim effectively cannot be
validated. A conservative investment of his heritage is said to have returned a
multiple of what he today claims as his net worth.
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ideologically rooted goals) to another. The voluntary relinquishment, first by voters, then by previously elected politicians, is required for this to work. At the center of democratic execution of
power lies professional dealing with information. Professional implies, that governmental bodies service different officeholders,
not their own or other political goals. They need to understand
themselves as unpolitical, and furthermore act audit-able.
Media

Their abuse by Trump does not surprise. He claims authority
over defining information himself, and how it is distributed. So
that he can control how his followers perceive reality. »The media« questioning his statements, as is standard democratic practice, and defines how government and media deal with each other, endangers the impact of his mix-images, and thus his power.
Without access to coercive force he will not risk his impact. Not
the least, journalists are professionals in verifying the factuality
of information. From his perspective, they are combatants.
Secret services

For governments they provide information that is not publicly
available. They utilize information to support their governments causes. This includes manipulating public opinion of
other nations at times of war. Donald Trump flees them (until
his inauguration), because he competes with them too. Indirectly he admits, that before his inauguration they were not »his« secret service, but professional secret services instead. It should be
tempting, to use the secret service for his purposes. But it has to
be considered, that spontaneity and immediacy contribute to his
credibility. He has to maintain his credibility at all cost, because
of his excessive use of mix-images from projections.
Politicians

Donald Trump broke from a milieu, which never accepted him
as one of their own. Any imitation of this attitude would be eas-
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ily identified as such. Copycats lack credibility. A politician to
confront him, with a chance of success, will have to be credible.
He is a variant of politicians, who are successful for some years
now in western liberal democracies, some have been elected to
high positions before.24 He insists on his personal creative dealing with information, while democracy represents a traditional
form of social creativity. This implies authoritarian rule.
Trump relies on communicating with mix-images. His methodical – and in a way systematic – confusing of the audience
contradicts institutional professionalism. Hence he cannot collaborate with secret services, without either betraying himself, or
looting professionalism from them. For the same reason he cannot collaborate with media, without losing his impact. Even after being elected, he rather presented himself in the act of high
treason, than as a professional – politician. His acknowledgment
of Vladimir Putin is in fact relatively cold. He accepts him as a
professional, and for his success in the business of manipulation.
And as someone who, in leading a guided democracy, is a step
ahead.25
Mix-image of government

Trumps mix-image of government shows contradicting elements. One one hand he offers his followers an exaggeration of
democratic motives, on the other hand he openly fights the
US-American democracy. Despite it awarding him the highest
office. Somewhere in between there could be a third way. But no
one will ever know, how it looks like: The exaggeration of democratic practice is the return for taking part in demolishing it.
An example of exaggerating democratic practice is his metaphorical nakedness. He disrobes himself like no one before.
24 Silvio Berlusconi in Italy, Jörg Haider in Austria.
25 His remarks on the quality of Moscow prostitutes, so far were an appropriate highlight of their working relation.
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During the campaign
this illustration was distributed.26 It was meant
as blasphemy, but failed
the intention. It only
shows, what many were
seeing already. The cartoon also betrays the
ambition, to not look
down on others, because
of a bodily condition.
Trump represents himself as a strong figure, at
Illustration IV: »Make America Great
the same time his inseAgain«
curity and agitation is
plain to see. His metaphorical nakedness is a lasting impression
for attendants of his masses. It could hardly be increased, as he
uses each and every of his impulses for projection. He permanently exposes a distortion of his inner self. But this nakedness
only unveils itself to who maintains inner distance, a professional perspective. Or who cannot help but wants to protect him.
Enabling the undecided, but more importantly his followers, to
maintain inner distance, is what his political adversaries will
have to achieve. Abuse will not help their cause.
Another example for exaggerating democratic practices his »official family« will provide. The hearings for cabinet posts unveiled many contradictions on policies, among each other and
regarding their boss.27 Asked about this, he did not see a problem. His cabinet will show contradictions on policies, it is fair to
assume, they will become publicly visible. This can well be mis26 Copyright © 2016 Illma Gore. Source: Huffington Post.
27 Who can relieve them from their duty any time.
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represented as a democratization of governance. With Donald
Trump as Chief Arbiter, who may even ask his followers, what
they want, if he feels like it.28
Directly opposed to this image is his fight against democratic
practices. It has included public abuse of secret services, and a
publicly demonstrated closing of ranks with a long-term chosen
enemy of the nation. It included publicly toying with accepting
the outcome of an election or not, thereby implicitly questioning
its legitimacy. And eventually his snappish reply to questions for
publishing his tax returns: »I won!«.
At the level of government action communicating with mix-images has a fundamentally different impact than in campaigning.
Ambiguity of how they are to be interpreted directly translates
into a weakening of authority. An authority, that is supposed to
control a nations coercive force. Questioning it, can easily become a source of communal violence.
Abuse of fear

His chief strategist Stephen Bannon in interviews repeatedly
referred to »fear« as a device for change. The mix-images about
and from Donald Trump are meant to spread fear. Political action, as their debate, can be meant to spread fear too. Chaos is
the allegorical opposite to security and reliability. It unsettles
those, who are calmed down by security and reliability. Producing chaos is effective at producing mix-images.
The first duty of any leader of a community, is to avert damages to the community. Bannon and Trump even seem to insinuate
a tacit acceptance of damages to the nation they ought to lead. In
the 80ies, in Europe a conspiracy theory named strategy of tension
came up. It explained terror attacks in Germany and Italy.29 Ac28 With the same approach, his essential inability to cooperate with democratic bodies, media and secret services could be dealt with.
29 1969 in the British Observer, »strategy of tension«. See Anna Cento
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cording to it, shadow governments were responsible for planning
and executing acts of terror. Their violent manipulation of public opinion was to enable elected governments, to execute measure they otherwise would not have been able to execute. Assuming such a shadow government, which takes matters into one’s
own hand, creates (the image of) a guided democracy. Stephen Bannons statements and Donald Trumps communication provoke a
mix-image, that insinuates a strategy of tension.
Turning authoritarian rule into totalitarian rule would manifest itself in communal and organized violence against enemies
and minorities. As long as a government has not yet been valuated, as long as believers could not have been disappointed yet,
there is no Machiavellian need, to single out victims.
In a TV interview after being elected, Trump was asked to
comment on a surge in hate crimes, observed after his election.
He answered to his request, by talking directly to the supposed
initiators of these acts of violence: »Stop it!«30 – What is remarkable, is that he assumes, he can issue such an order.
Illustration V show spectators of German troops marching
into Sudeten territories.31 It illustrates feelings, a scared person
may experience, if a totalitarian power appropriates their home.
Team Trump knows what they may gain from spreading fear.
They project mix-images to spread fear. Mix-images, which toy
with a totalitarian turn, would be a political black mail. Since
another break with civilization32 cannot be tolerated.

Bull, »Italian Neofascism: The Strategy of Tension and the Politics of Nonreconciliation«, Berghahn Books, 2012
30 In: Lesley Stahl, »60 Minutes«, CBS News, 13. November 2016.
31 With permission from Bundesarchiv: Zuschauer beim Einmarsch
deutscher Truppen in Eger, 1938, Bundesarchiv, Bild 183-H13160, Photographer: unknown.
32 My translation: Zivilisationsbruch, in ethics refers to the Holocaust
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7 Glass ceiling of totalitarianism

Someone who lies once, loses credibility of what he might say
later. Donald Trump has proven, a liar still can be credible. He
proved, that one can be credible, if one is lying all the time.
Confronting the elite as a rebel, he could insinuate, both by his
own example and that of his competitor, the elites do not live
morally superior lives. Hillary Clinton could not confront him
from a moral high ground, as she is a member of the elite. Her
professional reserve – compared to the Trump waiting for her in
the mud-pool – reduced her credibility with the inner cretin of
the audience. She was unable to hold Trump accountable for his
infringing taboos, because she was neither credible nor amiable.
His raging self-degradation made him credible, while she lost as
politician and as a person by attempting some of his style: By referring to half of his followers as basket of deplorables, she inflated herself beyond the level of her credibility, and also imposed to much of an ambition onto her own followers. Politicians avoid to appear exclusive, they try to appear inclusive, for
the simple reason to attract as many followers as possible. This
was damaging to her authority as potential officeholder.
In the course of his campaign, Donald Trump systematically
took every chance to destroy the option for civil discourse, also
by degrading himself. The wife of his predecessor, Michelle
Obama, coined an effective response to his constant abuse:
»When they go low, we go high!«. This adaptation from the
Bushido, »Every defeat is a victory«, acknowledges, that every
adaptation of cretinisms weakens the adapter.
Virtuous credibility

The success of Trumps cretinism suggests to a potential contender, in order to represent authority, a virtuous leadership. For
a politician, to remain credible throughout a career that qualifies
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Illustration V: Spectators of German troops, 1938

for highest office, would be a special achievement, but is not unthinkable. To appear virtuous on top of that, is conceivable.33
Standards set by the global scholarly elite are meant to apply to
everyone. They sketch how one may find acknowledgment, and
may even be successful. Everyone knows, walking this way requires to confront one‘s own cretin over and over again. A struggle, that often is not won by differentiating, by being careful.
Fake news

Fake news also associate fragments of reality with fiction.
Their surprised receiver does not doubt their factuality. They
have impact, because they get distributed spontaneously. This
lends some credibility, not unlike the credibility of a politician,
who is lying all the time. Fake news existed before Trump and
cretinism. Since today they are distributed digitally, one may
think, if their distribution can be suppressed by digital means.
The label »fake« valuates. Journalists are trained in validating
33 Hannah Arendt, »Truth and politics«, The New Yorker, February 1967
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factuality. If this aspect of what they do would be implemented
by digital media, those media certainly could label what they
distribute as »factual« or not.34 This is a question of political
ambition, on the part of their ownership and their users.
Fake news as mix-images

Fake news are a special type of mix-images. They are distributed personally, or by way of asymmetric media, e.g. a newspaper.
Other than news, mix-images have a specific impact on the
minds of some receivers. They appeal to our thirst for a narrative too. In the case of Trumps mix-images, they were distributed without limits, even before he was elected president. They received more attention than ordinary news, because they involuntary trigger an attempt to understand them. If they were to be
suppressed, the sender would have to be kept from sending
them. Obviously that would violate his own constitutional right
of free expression.35 Ignoring a President‘s messages would violate the media’s objective to inform the public.
Are mix-images conceivable, suppressing which would be justified or even required, as with fake news?
Mix-images of governance

Cretinism is not undemocratic. Simply because it assembles
and displays motives, everyone harbors, it cannot be erased from
the face of earth, neither technocratic nor bureaucratically.
Looking down on cretins prohibits itself, since it degrades who
is looking down at the same time. Cretinism is a challenge to
moral action.36 It provokes moral action, the more the cretin degrades himself. From that perspective, the popularity and gov-

34 Of course fake news can be deleted, claims to the contrary are ideological takes on digitization. Stalin had Trotsky deleted from images, after his assassination.
35 In the case of a president that would amount to high treason.
36 If Kant’s categorical imperative shall apply to what we do
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ernmental authorization of cretinism in the USA vehemently reminds of enlightenment.
Do mix-images of governance have a place in democratic debate?
Populist rhetoric uses them, to look beyond the constitution of
the very same state, that provides them with free speech and office, if elected.37 Would distributing mix-images of governance
breach the duties of an elected president?
Mix-images of governance at least challenge democracy, by
questioning and denouncing it. Arbitrary mix-images of cretinist rhetoric do not have to be distributed by democratic media,
independently citizens can decide to ignore them. They are of
no value to political discourse, when their entertainment value
supersedes their informational value. The constitutional task of
media is to enable its citizen’s free opinion making. They are not
obliged to entertain the citizen, or to pass their own opinions.
Outlook

Stephen Bannon claims the beginning of an era, that will last
for 50 years. Well, meaningful predictions would have to answer, which historical process just ended, and which is supposed
to have started. Populism could just be a hairball, the owl of enlightening spat out tonight.

37 The German constitution defines violent action against the constitution
as »unconstitutional«. It is a precondition for banning a political party.
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